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Learning Objectives

After this webinar, you should be better 
able to

§ Identify the principles and research 
basis for procedural justice

§ Discuss procedural justice principles 
within the realities and challenges of 
the child support system

§ Develop strategies and practical tools to 
deliver procedural justice and improve 
compliance



Warm up exercise

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=opXfjECaTIA

•What’s wrong with this scenario?
•How does he wish he were treated?

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=opXfjECaTIA


v What do customers/litigants want?



Another answer:
“Procedural justice”

Definition: The perception that you are 
treated with respect and your concerns are 
taken seriously

promotes compliance



Winning Isn’t Everything

1. Outcome Favorability: People like to win!

2. Outcome Fairness: People can accept losing if it 

was the outcome they feel they deserved

3. Procedural Justice: People really do value the 

fairness of the process that led to the outcome



Tom Tyler, Yale Law School

Fair treatment matters more than outcome

(in other words, you can make a bad outcome 
better through fair treatment)



Research Basics
People will be more likely to accept and comply 
with decisions when they:

1. Believe they were treated with dignity 
and respect

2. Understand the process
3. Had a chance to be heard (voice)
4. Believe the decision-making process is 

neutral and unbiased (neutrality)
5. Helpfulness!

Key elements + impact on compliance



Discussion

Examples of procedural justice from your 
work that incorporate the elements of 
procedural justice.

l Respect
l Understanding
l Voice
l Neutrality of decision-making
l Helpfulness



REPORT OUT AND NATIONAL THEMES:

l Respect
• Introduce yourself and staff
• Explain delays
• Waiting areas
• Helpful information about 

parking/transportation
• Acknowledge unfair or difficult prior 

experiences with the process



REPORT OUT AND NATIONAL THEMES:

l Understanding
• “What questions do you have?”
• “Can you repeat back to me your 

understanding of what you need to do 
next?”

• Handouts written at or below 6th

grade reading level; consider English 
Language Proficiency

• Explanation of rules and orders



REPORT OUT AND NATIONAL THEMES:

lVoice
• “How can I be helpful?”
• “What else would you like me to 

know about your situation?”
• Comment cards/user surveys



REPORT OUT AND NATIONAL THEMES:

lNeutrality
• Explain decision-making 

process (transparency)
• Consistent communication 

styles to CPs and NCPs
• If differing policies, explain
• Explain order in which people 

are heard



Positive Examples of Procedural Justice



Example
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WELCOME TO THE ARIZONA COURTS

WE WILL BE HAPPY TO HELP YOU IF WE CAN. AS WE MUST BE FAIR TO
EVERYONE, WE ARE ALLOWED TO HELP YOU ONLY IN CERTAIN WAYS.



Example
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The judges and staff therefore pledge:

We will LISTEN to you

We will respond to your QUESTIONS about court procedure

We will treat you with RESPECT

Fairness includes the opportunity to be heard, 
the chance to have the court process explained, 
and the right to be treated with respect.



What Gets in the Way of Procedural Justice 

Group brainstorming: 
1. What do you think is confusing to customers 

about the current process? What are the 
most frequently asked questions?

2. What are some ways in which parents might 
have felt disrespected by the child support 
process in the past?

3. What are some ways customers are 
challenging?



What Gets in the Way of Procedural 
Justice: Public Perceptions
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• Crime rates overall have been steadily 
dropping the last 20 years

• But confidence in the justice system
(which includes courts) has dropped by 
over 32% in the last 10 years



What Gets in the Way of Procedural Justice: 
Public Perceptions and Communities of Color

• And we have a wide racial divide in 
perceptions of fairness nationally

• People of color report lower perceptions of 
legitimacy and procedural justice than whites

• African-Americans come to court with lower
expectations and, afterwards, perceive less fair
treatment than others 
(Tyler and Huo 2002; Rottman et al. 2005)
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Public Perceptions
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“We should treat each encounter between 
the citizens and the police, courts, and other 

legal actors as a socializing experience – a 
teachable moment – that builds or 

undermines legitimacy.”

• Tom Tyler (Yale University) - preeminent national scholar on legitimacy, 
trust, and procedural Justice



What Gets in the Way of Procedural Justice: 
Implicit Bias

•Automatic associations between groups of 
people and stereotypes about those groups—
impacts interactions and decisions unknowingly

•Training and other strategies needed on implicit 
bias and cultural responsivity, but PJ can help!

•For more on implicit bias:
https://courtinnovation.box.com/s/4wmur9pehz8q1lxc2weg2s3e5tgqbdbz
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https://courtinnovation.box.com/s/4wmur9pehz8q1lxc2weg2s3e5tgqbdbz


What Gets in the Way of Procedural 
Justice: Trauma

•Navigating multiple systems can be anxiety 
provoking
•Customers may have experienced high rates 
of trauma as a result of DV and poverty
•Symptoms of trauma can be triggered by a 
confusing or overwhelming process
•Parties may not be willing to engage, access 
services or comply with orders
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Aoccdrnig to rseeacrh at 
Cmabrigde Uinervtisy, it deons’t
mttaer in waht oredr the ltteers in 
a wrod are, the olny iprmoetnt
tihng is taht the frist and lsat
ltteer be at the rghit pclae.
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What Gets in the Way of Procedural Justice: 
Language and Culture

LATIN
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Example: Language

LEGALESE



What Gets in the Way of Procedural Justice: 
Antiquated Systems

• Example: Signage
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What Gets in the Way of Procedural Justice: 
Perceptions of Neutrality and Fairness

In many courtrooms:

Perceptions of neutral decision-making require:
- Decisions must be seen to be based on facts and rules, not 
personal opinions
- Rules are applied consistently across all cases
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What gets in the way?

https://www.nytimes.com/video/nyregion/10000000
6256133/nypd-baby-jazmine-headley-brooklyn-

video.html
How could you use procedural justice to prevent this 

situation from occurring?

https://www.nytimes.com/video/nyregion/100000006256133/nypd-baby-jazmine-headley-brooklyn-video.html


That’s a lot of challenges!
(So what’s in it for me?)

l Compliance 
- NCPs paying their orders
- NCPs and CPs finding common 
ground/compromise
- Parents accessing services
- Mutual respect for staff
- Agency legitimacy and public 
trust

l Employee satisfaction



Closing Thoughts
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• Procedural justice promotes public confidence in and 
respect for the system
•Walk in the shoes of the customers 
• (Think -- foreign country, foreign language)

•Mutually Beneficial:
• Increases compliance with orders
• Collect more child support to support families
• Can’t always increase resources, but helps maximize what 

you have
• Improves job satisfaction



Resources

• Center for Court Innovation
www.courtinnovation.org/proceduraljustice * Join our email list!

http://bit.ly/ProJust

• Professor Tom Tyler, Yale Law School
www.law.yale.edu/faculty/TTyler.htm

Thank you!

http://bit.ly/ProJust

